
ASSIGNMENT 3

Methods, Arrays and the Java Standard Class Library

COMP-202A, Fall 2010, All Sections

Due: Tuesday, October 26, 2010 (23:55)

You MUST do this assignment individually and, unless otherwise specified, you MUST follow all the
general instructions and regulations for assignments. Graders have the discretion to deduct up to 10% of
the value of this assignment for deviations from the general instructions and regulations.

Part 1, Question 1: 0 points
Part 1, Question 2: 0 points
Part 1, Question 3: 0 points
Part 2, Question 1: 30 points
Part 2, Question 2: 70 points

100 points total

Background

The programming portion of this assignment consists of implementing several simple image manipulations.
We provide you with the framework to do so in a3-transform.jar. The extension jar stands for Java
archive, which is a way to aggregate many files into one. The file a3-transform.jar aggregates several
class files that implement image input/output, a text-based user interface and a few image transformations.
Your task is to extend the implementation in a3-transform.jar with more image transformations by adding
code to the file Transformations.java. The overall program takes an image file as input and produces a
new image file (out.jpg) as output.

When compiling or running your program, you need to specify that a3-transform.jar should be on the
Classpath. To do so, follow the steps below:

1. Place the file a3-transform.jar in the same directory as Transformations.java.

2. Open the command-line interface (Command Prompt under Windows, Terminal under Mac OS X,
Linux, or other Unix-like operating systems) and navigate normally to the directory / folder containing
your files.

3. To compile your work under Windows, issue the following command:

javac -cp a3-transform.jar;. Transformations.java

To compile your work under Mac OS X, Linux, or another Unix-like operating system, issue the
following command:

javac -cp a3-transform.jar:. Transformations.java

The only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above command is that in the
Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates a3-transform.jar from the dot (.) that follows; in the
Unix version, a colon (:) separates a3-transform.jar from the dot (.) that follows.
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4. To run your program under Windows, issue the following command:

java -cp a3-transform.jar;. ImageTransformer -nB someFile.jpg

The meaning of -nB is explained in Warm-Up Question 1, below. Essentially, this sequence of characters
determines which transformations are applied to the image in someFile.jpg.

To run your program under Mac OS X, Linux, or another Unix-like operating system, issue the following
command:

java -cp a3-transform.jar:. ImageTransformer -nB someFile.jpg

Again, the only difference between the Windows and Unix versions of the above command is that in
the Windows version, a semi-colon (;) separates a3-transform.jar from the dot (.) that follows; in
the Unix version, a colon (:) separates a3-transform.jar from the dot (.) that follows.

Part 1 (0 points): Warm-up

Do NOT submit this part, as it will not be graded. However, doing these exercises might help you to do the
second part of the assignment, which will be graded. If you have difficulties with the questions of Part 1, then
we suggest that you consult the TAs during their office hours; they can help you and work with you through
the warm-up questions.

Warm-up Question 1 (0 points)
In this question, you will be introduced to using the image-manipulation program defined by a3-transform.jar

and Transformations.java.

First, set up your assignment directory, to which we will refer as a3. Make the directory a3 wherever
you wish and put the following files in it (all supplied as part of the Assignment 3 specification):

• a3-transform.jar

• Transformations.java

We also supply two JPEG images, Ada-Lovelace.jpg and Alan-Turing-RGB.jpg, to help you test your
program. You are of course free to apply the program to any JPEG images you wish – have fun. In this
example, we will store Ada-Lovelace.jpg and Alan-Turing-RGB.jpg in the directory a3/img.

Open your terminal (or command prompt, or whatever your operating system calls it), go to the location
of directory a3 and compile the code as described above in the Background section. You should now see
Transformations.class in directory a3.

Now run the program on Ada-Lovelace.jpg with the options nB. If you’re running Linux, this will look
something like :

java -cp a3-transform.jar:. ImageTransformer -nB img/Ada-Lovelace.jpg

You should now see out.jpg in directory a3. Use your favorite image viewer to look at this new file.
Compare it with Ada-Lovelace.jpg. The options nB specified that the program should negate the
colours in Ada-Lovelace.jpg, blur the image slightly and then save it to the file out.jpg.

You can use -h to see a full description of all the possible options accepted by the program. If you’re
running Linux, this will look something like :

java -cp a3-transform.jar:. ImageTransformer -h

Try out the different options listed in this description. Combine them, like -lnGcd; repeat them, like
-dbbnnn. You will find that many of them don’t affect your input image at all. That’s because that
functionality is not implemented yet – it will be implemented by you during this assignment!
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Warm-up Question 2 (0 points)
Create a file called MyNumbers.java which contains a class called MyNumbers. In this class, define a
public and static method called reverse(), which takes as its only parameter one value of type int,
and returns a value of type int. Given an integer, this method should produce the reverse of that
integer. For example, if the value stored in the parameter is 135, then the value returned by the method
will be 531. You MAY assume that the parameter value does not contain any leading or trailing zeroes.

Warm-up Question 3 (0 points)
Go to http://download.oracle.com/javase/6/docs/api/ and find the class “Arrays”. Find the
method with signature sort(int[] a).

Create a file called MyTools.java which contains a class called MyTools. This class should define a
public and static method called display(). This method takes as its only parameter an array of ints
called list and returns nothing. This method sorts the values in list in ascending numerical order and
displays the result on the screen. Use the sort(int[] a) method you just found to accomplish this.
Remember that you’ll need to use an import statement.

Part 2 (30 + 70 = 100 points)

The questions in this part of the assignment will be graded.

Question 1: Conceptual Exercises (30 points)

a) Which variables are in scope at each of the points marked by comments in the program below? In
other words, if each of these comments were replaced by an actual Java statement, which variables
could be used in this statement without the compiler reporting an unknown variable error?

List each variable that is in scope at each of the points marked by comments in the above class,
and indicate whether it is a formal parameter or a local variable. Note that you will be
penalized for every variable that is out of scope at a given point but that you list as being in scope
at that point.

import java.util.Scanner;

public class Decimal2HexConversion {

public static void main(String[] args) {

Scanner input = new Scanner(System.in);

System.out.print("Enter a decimal number: ");

int decimal = input.nextInt();

/* Point A */

System.out.println("The hex number for decimal " +

decimal + " is " + decimalToHex(decimal));

}

public static String decimalToHex(int decimal) {

String hex = "";

while (decimal != 0) {

/* Point B */

int hexValue = decimal % 16;

hex = toHexChar(hexValue) + hex;

decimal = decimal / 16;

/* Point C */

}

/* Point D */
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return hex;

}

public static char toHexChar(int hexValue) {

if (hexValue <= 9 && hexValue >= 0)

return (char)(hexValue + ’0’);

else

return (char)(hexValue - 10 + ’A’);

}

}

b) Consider the following program. Your friend’s little brother is new to Java, and he is convinced
that this program prints 7. Explain to him why 7 is incorrect. Your explanation should describe
what actually happens in computer memory, line by line, during program execution, as well as what
the little brother probably thinks is happening.

public class Test{

public static void main(String[] pants){

int i = 3, j = 4;

method1(i,j);

System.out.println(i);

}

private static double method1(double i, double j){

i = i + j;

return i;

}

}

Question 2: Image Manipulation (70 points)
The file Transformations.java contains method headers for several image transformations. Your task
is to fill them in. Be sure to check out Warm-Up Question 1 to learn more about the program
that you are extending!

In this program, an image is represented as a two-dimentional integer array of pixels. Each integer in the
array represents the colour of that pixel. If an image is stored in the array img[][], then img[15][49]

refers to point on the picture that is 16 pixels right and 50 pixels down from top-left corner of the image.
In other words, if you think of an image as rows and columns of pixels, 15 represents the 16th column,
and 49 represented the 50th row. The way pixel colour is encoded should be of no concern to you: all
you need to know is that each colour is represented as a number (for example, the colour red is -65536);
you will NOT be manipulating these numbers.

As explained in the Background section, the file a3-transform.jar aggregates several class files into
one. By putting a3-transform.jar on your classpath as instructed, you give your program access to
the classes defined in a3-transform.jar. One of these classes is AdvancedTransformations. In parts
of your implementation, you will be calling methods defined in the AdvancedTransformations class.
These methods are described below.

• void makeGrayscale(int [][] img, boolean smart). If smart is set to false, this method re-
places each colour value in the array specified by img with a gray value that is produced by an
unweighted average. If smart is set to true, the method uses a special weighted average when
replacing the colour values in img.

• void blur(int[][] img, boolean horizontal). If horizontal is set to true, this method mod-
ifies the values in the array specified by img to produce a horizontal blurring effect. If horizontal
is set to false, the method modifies the values in the array specified by img to produce a vertical
blurring effect.
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• void makeNegative(int[][] img). This method inverts the color values stored in the cells of the
array specified by img. The overall effect is a “negative” image.

• int[][] copy(int[][] source). This method returns a copy of the 2D integer array specified by
source.

Here are the methods you must implement. If a method from the Java Standard Class Library is not
explicitly mentionned in Units 1-6 or in the instructions below, you MUST NOT use it to complete
this part of the assignment.

1. public static void drawVerticalLine(int[][] img, int lineWidth, int linePosition)

A method that draws a vertical red line from the top to the bottom of the image described by img.
The line is lineWidth pixels wide, and appears linePosition pixels to the right of the left-hand-
side of the image. If the width and position of the line exceed the borders of the image, the method
displays a message and returns to its caller without modifying img. To draw the line, you basically
traverse the image pixel by pixel and change the color of some pixels to red as you go along. Note
that there is a integer constant RED provided in Transformations.java – you MUST use it.

2. public static void sortColPixels(int[][] img)

Use the sort(int[] a) method from the Arrays class of the Java Standard Class Library to sort
the pixels in each column of the image. (See Warm-up Question 3 for more information about
Arrays.) This should require about 3 lines of code, maybe even 4.

3. public static int[][] transpose(int[][] img)

To transpose a 2D array means to turn the rows into columns and the columns into rows. Write a
method that transposes a 2D array. Note that if an image example.jpg is 200 pixels wide and 400
pixels tall before a call to transpose(example.jpg), it will be 400 pixels wide and 200 pixels tall
afterwards. This means that you need to declare a new array, fill it up appropriately with the pixels
from your image, and return that new array. As illustrated by the third image above, transposing
an image amounts to flipping it around the top-left to bottom-right axis.

4. public static int[][] sortRowPixels(int[][] img)

Now you can use transpose(int[][] img) and sort(int[] a) to sort the pixels in each row of
the image! The effect is illustrated in the 4th image above.

5. public static int[][] crop(int [][] img, int distanceX, int distanceY, int centerX,

int centerY)

This method crops the image to a rectangle defined by the center point (centerX, centerY)

and the distance from center (distanceX, distanceY). For example, if your image is 100 pixels
wide and 200 pixels tall, and you crop it to (centerX, centerY) = (50,100) with (distanceX,

distanceY) = (40,70), the resulting image will be 81 pixels wide and 141 pixels tall. Note that
the center pixel is included, which is why both of the last two numbers end with 1. If you crop the
image to (centerX, centerY) = (50,100) with (distanceX, distanceY) = (0,0), you will get
an image that is 1 pixel wide and 1 pixel tall, and that pixel will be the pixel from coordinates
(50,100) in the original image.
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If distanceX or distanceY is negative, the method displays a message and returns the original
image. Similarly, if the (centerX, centerY) is outside of the image, the method displays a message
and returns the original image. Otherwise, if a distance from the center exceeds the edge of the
image, the method just crops to the end of the image. For example, if your image is 100 pixels
wide and 200 pixels tall, and you crop it to (centerX, centerY) = (50,100) with (distanceX,

distanceY) = (60,70), the resulting image will be 100 pixels wide (rather than 121), and it will
be 141 pixels tall (as previously).

6. public static int[][] drawBorder(int[][] img, int thickness)

This method adds a black border of thickness thickness to the image defined by img. Note that it
does not overwrite any of the pixels in the original image in img; it returns a strictly larger image.
If the thickness provided is negative, the method prints a message and returns the original image.
Note that there is a constant BLACK provided in Transformations.java – you MUST use it. See
the first example picture, below.

7. public static int[][] flip(int[][] img, boolean horizontal)

If horizontal is true, this method reverses the order of the pixels in each row. If horizontal is
false, this method reverses the order of the pixels in each column. See the second and third pictures
immediately above.

8. private static int[][] join(int[][] imgLeft, int[][] imgRight)

This method takes two images of equal height and glues them together side-by-side in one image.
This means you need to create one large array and fill it with the data from imgLeft and imgRight

appropriately. If imgLeft and imgRight have different heights, the method prints a message and
returns imgLeft.

9. public static int[][] compareGrayscale(int[][] img)

Use the join method above to create a side-by-side comparison of two different grayscale transfor-
mations applied to img. In the left half of your output image, you should display the result of using
makeGrayscale(int [][] img, boolean smart) with smart set to true. In the right half of your
output image, display the result of using makeGrayscale(int [][] img, boolean smart) with
smart set to false. Recall that makeGrayscale is defined in a class in a3-transform.jar called
AdvancedTransformations.

10. public static int[][] compareBlur(int[][] img, int repeats)
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Similarly, use the join method above to create a side-by-side comparison of two different blurring
transformations applied to img. In the left half of your output image, you should display the result
of using blur(int[][] img, boolean horizontal) on an image repeats numbers of times in
succession with horizontal set to true. In the right half of your output image, display the result
of using blur(int[][] img, boolean horizontal) on an image repeats numbers of times in
succession with horizontal set to false. Recall that blur is defined in a class in a3-transform.jar

called AdvancedTransformations.

If you’re working with Eclipse

To combine the Java libraries in a3-transform.jar with the classes you write so that everything compiles
and runs using Eclipse, you need to add a3-transform.jar to the Classpath of your project. To do so,
follow the steps below:

1. In the Package Explorer or Navigator view, right-click on your project. In the context menu that
appears, select the Properties option.

2. The window that appears will be split in two main portions. The smaller, left-hand portion contains a
number of option categories, and you can select a category from those listed; the larger middle portion
contains the options for the selected category. In the left-hand portion of the window, choose Java

Build Path.

3. The middle portion of the window will now contain four tabs. Click on the Libraries tab. The
libraries included in your project will now appear, along with a number of buttons; click on the button
labelled Add External JARs....

4. Using the file selection window that appears, navigate to the directory / folder where you saved
a3-transform.jar, select the latter, and click on the confirmation button (it might be labelled OK,
Open, or something else, depending on the operating system that you use).

5. Selecting a3-transform.jar as described in the previous step you should bring you back to the
Properties window, and the list of libraries included in your project will now contain one addi-
tional element: a3-transform.jar. At the bottom of the Properties window are two buttons; click
on the one labelled OK.

You should now be able to compile all the classes that you are required to write by the above specification
without the compiler reporting errors related to missing classes. Note that it is necessary to perform the
above steps ONLY when the code you want to compile / run requires libraries not included in the Java
Standard Library.

What To Submit

question-1a.txt

question-1b.txt

Transformations.java
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